Postural tachycardia syndrome: current perspectives
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Abstract: Postural tachycardia syndrome (POTS) is the combination of an exaggerated heart rate response to standing, in association with symptoms of lightheadedness or pre-syncope that improve when recumbent. The condition is often associated with fatigue and brain fog, resulting in significant disruptions at a critical time of diagnosis in adolescence and young adulthood. The heterogeneity of the underlying pathophysiology and the variable response to therapeutic interventions make management of this condition challenging for both patients and physicians alike. Here, we aim to review the factors and mechanisms that may contribute to the symptoms and signs of POTS and to present our perspectives on the clinical approach toward the diagnosis and management of this complex syndrome.
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Introduction

Postural tachycardia syndrome (POTS) is a chronic debilitating condition characterized by symptoms of lightheadedness, fatigue, palpitations, pre-syncope, sleep disturbances, cognitive impairment and brain fog in conjunction with an exaggerated increase in heart rate (HR) when upright, despite maintenance of a normal blood pressure.1 The exaggerated HR response is defined as a sustained increment >30 beats per minute (bpm) in adults, or >40 bpm in children, that occurs within 10 minutes of standing. The nonspecific nature of symptoms, bell curve of HR responses to orthostasis in the general population and a lack of specific biomarkers have made it difficult to establish the true prevalence of POTS. The onset of POTS symptoms may be gradual and can be triggered by an infective illness. There is a higher than expected prevalence of joint hypermobility and chronic fatigue syndrome in patients with POTS. It occurs more commonly in adolescent females, but is rare in patients over the age of 40 years.

The pathophysiology underlying POTS remains incompletely understood, is likely to be multifactorial and varies in different subgroups of POTS patients. Factors such as moderate autonomic dysfunction, increased sympathetic tone, severe deconditioning, inadequate venous return or excessive blood venous pooling may contribute to POTS symptoms.2 Poor venous return may be a result of impaired vasoconstriction secondary to a number of factors and concurrent clinical syndromes. Autoimmunity and mast cell activation syndromes have been postulated as contributing to the development of POTS in some patients, but immunotherapy is rarely indicated and the relevance of autoantibodies and mast cells in most patients with POTS remains controversial.3-5 Due to the complexity and heterogeneity in the presentation of this syndrome, POTS patients are often subject...
to extensive and unnecessary investigations, with fragmented care provided by multiple specialists. Available therapies for this condition are limited and directed toward symptom control by either increasing intravascular volume, increasing peripheral vascular tone or controlling HR. The response to therapeutic interventions is highly variable, with improvement in HR control not always improving the quality of life, rendering management of this condition highly challenging. Until now, robust data on POTS therapies from well-conducted trials are lacking, with many options based on anecdotal evidence alone.6

Here, we aim to first review the association between POTS and several other clinical syndromes. Next, we discuss the clinical approach regarding history taking, physical examination, use of symptom questionnaires and targeted investigations. Finally, we aim to summarize the management (both nonpharmacologic and pharmacologic) approaches in treating this complex syndrome.

Concurrent clinical syndromes
Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS)
Symptoms of IBS, food intolerance and allergic sinusitis, are commonly reported in individuals with POTS.7 Although rarely performed, plethysmography may demonstrate splanchnic venous pooling in patients with IBS.8 The baroreflex response to reduced venous return (consequent to histamine or localized small molecule related vasodilation) can result in POTS. Nuclear medicine studies can demonstrate delayed gastric transit times, raising the possibility of an autonomic neuropathy; however, an increased awareness of symptoms (hypervigilance) may also explain some of the concurrence of IBS and POTS.9 Serum tryptase taken immediately after an episode of flushing or a 24-hour urinary N-methylhistamine level may provide some evidence of mast cell activation; however, this is uncommon.5

Many patients go through a process of restricting their diet and/or food challenges for which standardized protocols may be used in an attempt to identify the triggers for symptoms of orthostatic intolerance.10 The benefit of a low fermentable oligo-, di- monosaccharides and polyol diet is uncertain and a recent systematic review questioned the quality of evidence for this approach.11 Interestingly, the treatment of POTS may improve IBS symptoms, as seen in a cohort of children treated with fludrocortisone.12

Hypermobility syndrome
Concurrent hypermobility, often referred to as Ehlers Danlos Syndrome, is overrepresented in patients with POTS.13 The Beighton score is a standard tool used to document the presence of hypermobility.14 Since hypermobility may reflect a connective tissue matrix weakness, a reduction in venous return due to poor vascular wall weakness, evident on ultrasound when the vessels collapse under gentle pressure from the ultrasound probe, can sometimes be observed. However, a higher prevalence of small fiber neuropathy in the hypermobile group and normal arterial stiffness (measured in large vessels using tonometry) suggest vessel wall integrity is not the only reason for concurrent joint hypermobility and POTS.15 An association between anxiety, interoceptive sensibilities, chronic fatigue syndrome and either hypermobility or POTS has been reported by several groups.16–19

Vascular compression syndromes
Of interest to the vascular specialists (but of little relevance to most patients with POTS) is the association of vascular compression syndromes such as median arcuate ligament syndrome, thoracic outlet syndrome and pelvic compression syndrome with POTS, presumably due to the reduction in venous return that may occur with these conditions.20–22 Turbulent flow or high peak systolic velocities in the superior mesenteric arteries may be identified during Doppler ultrasound, especially when provocative maneuvers such as standing (Figure 1A and B), expiration or Valsalva increase the angle of the superior mesenteric arteries or celiac axis.23,24 Median arcuate ligament syndrome is an uncommon condition in which patients develop postprandial or postexertional abdominal pain secondary to intermittent obstruction of celiac or superior mesenteric arteries by the median arcuate ligament, sometimes in association with celiac plexus compression (Figure 1C).25 Thoracic outlet syndrome describes the association of symptoms provoked by muscle, fascial or bony compression of vascular structures or nerve fibers at the thoracic outlet. Vessel flow characteristics during provocative maneuvers, such as elevation or abduction of the forearm, can be documented during ultrasound assessment (Figure 1D), although the false-positive rate can be significant.26 Increased cardiac sympathetic activity might relate to compression of the stellate ganglion or postganglionic efferent sympathetic fibers.20 While the peripheral and splanchnic vessels are most commonly implicated as the sites of venous pooling in POTS, pelvic vein varicosities may also result in significant venous pooling and can potentially be identified using transabdominal or transvaginal pelvic duplex ultrasound. Embolization or sclerotherapy can sometimes provide symptomatic relief.27
Clinical approach toward POTS diagnosis

The range of complex nonspecific symptoms experienced by patients with POTS can be a challenge. Careful history taking and clinical examination are, therefore, essential. Exhaustive investigations add little value to the overall management of this condition and should not be the routine as the costs are high with extremely low yield. Targeted investigations are necessary only when the index of suspicion is high for specific alternative diagnoses.

Clinical history

Individuals with POTS frequently present after a prolonged period of illness, and orthostatic intolerance has developed as a result of deconditioning, disrupted circadian rhythm or dietary deficiencies. The distinction between chronic fatigue syndrome, fibromyalgia and POTS is often blurred, with a significant overlap in symptomatology. Diagnostic criteria for POTS may be met in patients with chronic fatigue syndrome and fibromyalgia only on days when the fluid intake is lower or symptom burden is high. Use of a detailed medical questionnaire can potentially identify relevant symptoms and past medical history that patients may not volunteer. The circumstances surrounding symptom onset may provide useful information, with some patients developing symptoms following a period of rapid growth while others recall a traumatic or immunologic trigger such as vaccination or Epstein–Barr virus infection. In particular, associations between the development of POTS and recent receipt of the human papillomavirus vaccine have started to appear in the literature. Specific enquiry may also reveal concurrent conditions (Table 1) contributing to the symptoms and signs of POTS, including syncope, hypermobility, IBS or food intolerances, autonomic neuropathy and postural hypotension. Overactive “neurogenic” bladder can also be present in individuals with POTS.

Specific enquiries on the use of supplements, current and previous medications can help identify the medications that may exacerbate symptoms by reducing the intravascular volume (diuretics, mineralocorticoid receptor antagonists such as drospirenone), increasing vasodilation (calcium channel blockers, α-antagonists) or increasing fatigue (β-receptor antagonists) as well as clarifying the effect of historical interventions that might be under consideration. Clarifying the external factors that may contribute to symptomatology, such as daily salt and water intake, sleep hygiene and physical activity, as well as exploring the symptoms of anxiety and depression are also important. The presence of concentrated
urine despite good oral fluid intake suggests insensible fluid and electrolyte loss and can be heightened by some physical activities such as hot yoga. The timing and number of hours spent sleeping may identify significant abnormalities in circadian rhythm or other sleep disorders. POTS may sometimes be accompanied by cholinergic symptoms (decreased saliva and tear production, delayed gastric transit associated with early satiety, nausea, constipation and bladder dysfunction)29 or associated with symptoms and signs of autoimmune conditions.30 Several validated questionnaires may be useful to explore the presence of autonomic features and track severity of symptoms in patients with POTS (Table 2).

Clinical examination

HR and blood pressure should be assessed while the patient is supine and then during a 10-minute period of standing (Figure 2). If postural HR abnormalities are evident, tiltable tests contribute little additional information. However, the timing and duration of the exaggerated HR response in patients with POTS has not been clearly defined, and the HR increment in an individual may demonstrate considerable daily variability. Therefore, if the patient reports typical postural symptoms but does not meet the criteria for POTS while standing in the clinic for 10 minutes, further investigation with tilt testing may still be warranted as the sensitivity of the bedside test is relatively low.31 General physical examination may identify rashes, Raynaud’s phenomenon or acrocyanosis of dependent limbs as a result of venous pooling (Figure 3A and B). Auscultation for carotid, renal and epigastric bruits and cardiac murmurs should be undertaken. Other clinical assessments may focus on examining joint hypermobility (Figure 3C) and pupillary size and reaction to light and accommodation to detect evidence of cholinergic failure (Holmes–Adie pupil). Table 1 shows a list of conditions that may contribute to symptoms of orthostatic intolerance for due considerations when working up patients with possible POTS.

Table 1 Concurrent and exclusion diagnoses in patients with POTS and orthostatic intolerance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Relevant history</th>
<th>Relevant examination findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Concurrent diagnoses in POTS patients</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syncope</td>
<td>Triggers and circumstances surrounding loss of consciousness episodes</td>
<td>No specific examination findings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypermobility</td>
<td>Recurrent subluxation or dislocation of joints, bruising tendency</td>
<td>Assessment of hyperextension at metacarpophalangeal joints, elbows, knees, hips and wrist flexion (Beighton score)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irritable bowel syndrome</td>
<td>Frequent diarrhea, constipation and bloating</td>
<td>Abdominal tenderness and bloating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomic neuropathy</td>
<td>COMPASS 31 questionnaire useful for an overview of autonomic symptoms (Table 2)</td>
<td>Lack of HR variability with deep breathing and significant postural hypotension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postural hypotension</td>
<td>Orthostatic symptoms often resolve when recumbent, careful medication history</td>
<td>Lying and standing blood pressure and HR assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Exclusion diagnoses for patients with orthostatic intolerance</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anemia or iron deficiency</td>
<td>Blood loss (surgery, menorrhagia, malaena), reduced red meat consumption</td>
<td>Pallor, pale conjunctivae</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal disease</td>
<td>Nausea, vomiting, fatigue, loss of appetite</td>
<td>Peripheral edema, change in urinary pattern, treatment-resistant hypertension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>Polydipsia, polyuria, fatigue</td>
<td>Ketotic breath, unintentional weight loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes insipidus</td>
<td>Polydipsia, polyuria</td>
<td>Signs of dehydration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid disease</td>
<td>Abnormal HR when recumbent</td>
<td>Resting tachycardia, eyelid retraction, goiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrenal insufficiency</td>
<td>Prior steroid use</td>
<td>Skin hyperpigmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypercortisolism</td>
<td>Steroid use</td>
<td>Striae, distribution of adipose tissue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malignancy</td>
<td>Prior malignancy, weight loss, fatigue</td>
<td>Lymphadenopathy, breast lumps, palpable mass on digital rectal examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chronic infection</td>
<td>Febrile illness at the onset of symptoms</td>
<td>Fever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulmonary embolism</td>
<td>Chest pain, shortness of breath, recent immobility or previous deep vein thrombosis</td>
<td>Pleural rub, supine tachycardia, lower limb swelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrhythmias or cardiac disease</td>
<td>Palpitations (symptoms not exclusively related to posture)</td>
<td>Abnormal pulse quality or rhythm, presence of cardiac murmurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoimmune disease</td>
<td>Fatigue, joint involvement</td>
<td>Malar rash, inflamed joints, Holmes–Adie pupils in patients with autoimmune autonomic ganglionopathy (very rare)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: HR, heart rate; POTS, postural tachycardia syndrome.
Clinical approach to POTS

Investigations

Cardiovascular investigations

An electrocardiogram and 24-hour monitoring of cardiac rhythm may identify conduction abnormalities or unexpected arrhythmias on rare occasions. More commonly, sinus tachycardia is seen to correlate with symptoms of orthostatic intolerance in POTS patients.

Tilt-table test

The head-up tilt-table test is the gold standard for diagnosis of orthostatic dysregulation and vasovagal syncope and may uncover even subtle physiologic changes, as the calf muscles contribute less to venous return when the patient is supported on a tilt table. Some centers adopt a provocation protocol using either sublingual nitrates or intravenous infusion of isoproterenol. However, interpreting a positive tilt test with provocation is complicated by the fact that syncope can be induced in individuals without POTS or orthostatic dysregulation with sufficient provocation. While positive response to acute intervention with intravenous fluids and midodrine has been demonstrated during a 5-minute tilt test, this has yet to be correlated with long-term response.

Autonomic testing

To interpret autonomic function tests, it is important to have a basic understanding of the baroreceptor reflex. Baroreceptors

Table 2 Adjunct questionnaires

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questionnaire</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Pros</th>
<th>Cons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMPASS 31⁸⁶</td>
<td>Documents the presence of sudomotor, vasomotor, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, pupillomotor and orthostatic symptoms to reflect the extent of autonomic dysfunction</td>
<td>Provides an overview of symptoms related to autonomic function in terms of frequency and evolution</td>
<td>Presence of irritable bowel syndrome (which may not reflect autonomic dysfunction) can significantly affect the score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winker⁸⁷</td>
<td>Validated for occupational health assessments</td>
<td>Evaluates the frequency of 10 orthostatic-related symptoms</td>
<td>Does not provide a measure for symptom severity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthostatic Hypotension Questionnaire⁸⁸</td>
<td>Validated in subjects with orthostatic hypotension and may be useful to evaluate acute changes during an orthostatic stress test</td>
<td>Likert scale recording the severity of six orthostatic symptoms (and ability to stand or walk for short or long periods)</td>
<td>Some uncertainties in scoring if symptoms are severe but occur infrequently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Form 36 (SF-36)⁹⁴</td>
<td>Widely used, well-validated scale for quality of life assessments</td>
<td>Contains 36 questions addressing social and functional domains reflecting the quality of life over the preceding 4 weeks</td>
<td>Some uncertainties in scoring if symptoms fluctuate or concurrent illness occurred during the 4 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beighton score¹⁴</td>
<td>1 point for passive hyperextension of each elbow, each knee and each fifth metacarpophalangeal joint, as well as 1 point for each wrist and 1 point for the ability to place the palms on the floor while standing with straight legs</td>
<td>Useful scores for joint hypermobility</td>
<td>Does not discriminate between types of Ehlers Danlos Syndrome as there is no score for skin elasticity, bruising or genetic abnormalities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 Supine and upright heart rate and blood pressure.

Notes: Supine and upright HR (orange) and blood pressure (blue) profiles of a normal subject (left panel) and a subject with POTS (right panel) demonstrating an exaggerated HR increase (>30 bpm) and relatively stable blood pressure.

Abbreviations: bpm, beats per minute; HR, heart rate; POTS, postural tachycardia syndrome.
are stretch-sensitive mechanoreceptors located in the aortic arch and carotid sinuses. They monitor changes in blood pressure and provide a rapid negative feedback loop between HR and blood pressure. Elevated blood pressure activates the baroreflex, leading to decreases in HR and blood pressure. A drop in blood pressure will inhibit the baroreflex, leading to increases in HR and blood pressure. Baroreflex-induced changes in blood pressure are mediated by both branches of the autonomic nervous system: the parasympathetic and sympathetic systems. Rapid baroreflex adjustments are critical for regulation of HR and peripheral vascular resistance during orthostatic stress. In individuals with reduced venous return during orthostasis but an intact baroreflex, persistent reduction in stretch of the baroreceptors results in an exaggerated and sustained tachycardia. During deep inspiration and expiration while supine, however, individuals with POTS generally have a normal variation in HR variability (preserved vagal function) as the baroreflex responds to increases in HR and blood pressure. Baroreflex-induced changes in blood pressure are mediated by both branches of the autonomic nervous system: the parasympathetic and sympathetic systems. Rapid baroreflex adjustments are critical for regulation of HR and peripheral vascular resistance during orthostatic stress. In individuals with reduced venous return during orthostasis but an intact baroreflex, persistent reduction in stretch of the baroreceptors results in an exaggerated and sustained tachycardia. During deep inspiration and expiration while supine, however, individuals with POTS generally have a normal variation in HR variability (preserved vagal function) as the baroreflex responds to changes in intrathoracic pressure. Immediately following a Valsalva maneuver, however, the normal rebound in blood pressure (phase IV) is exaggerated, reflecting a vigorous pressor response. A reduced ability to buffer a fall in activation (stretch) of the baroreceptors may occur in a subgroup of “hyperadrenergic” POTS patients with high background sympathetic tone.

**Plasma and urine catecholamines**

Hyperadrenergic POTS may relate to an increase in production of norepinephrine or defective norepinephrine clearance. The increment in norepinephrine after 10 minutes of head-up tilt versus supine rest has been used to dichotomize individuals with POTS into those with normal and those with hyperadrenergic responses. Theoretically, patients with higher norepinephrine levels during tilt are less likely to respond to α-agonist therapy (e.g., midodrine). One small study has shown patients with neuropathic POTS had a better HR response to midodrine when compared with patients with hyperadrenergic POTS, however symptomatic response was not evaluated. A search for single-nucleotide polymorphisms in the SLC6A2 gene encoding the norepinephrine transporter (NET) failed to demonstrate pathogenic variants in patients with POTS, but the expression of NET on the cell membrane is dependent on phosphorylation and glycosylation, indicating that other genes or epigenetic modification may contribute to hyperadrenergic POTS. Further, sympathetic denervation in neuropathic POTS could be expected to result in a decreased myocardial uptake of meta-iodobenzylguanidine, a noradrenaline analog readily taken up by sympathetic nerves via NET. However, there was no correlation between cardiac meta-iodobenzylguanidine uptake and sympathetic skin responses, catecholamine levels, symptom severity or other autonomic parameters in POTS patients.

**Assessment of intravascular volume**

Theoretically, low angiotensin levels may exacerbate POTS, as angiotensin has both a direct vasoconstrictor effect and drives renal fluid and sodium reuptake by stimulating aldosterone release from the adrenals. Lower than expected levels of renin and angiotensin were demonstrated in a group of patients with POTS, despite lower blood volume measures than the control group, although the implications of this finding for treatment are unclear. Fludrocortisone, a synthetic aldosterone analog, is often used empirically to address the potential contribution of hypovolemia to orthostatic symptoms. In pediatric POTS patients with urinary sodium excretion <124 mmol/L per 24 hours, pretreatment symptom burden was significantly higher while posttreatment response to oral rehydration salts was significantly greater. In practice, the assessment of intravascular volume and integrity of the renin–angiotensin system are rarely performed, with techniques to measure total blood volume (thermodilution, dye dilution, Technetium-99m or Chromium-51 labeled erythrocytes and Iodine-131 labeled albumin) typically reserved for research purposes only. Evidence of venous pooling can be demonstrated using labeled erythrocytes in conjunction with a gamma counter, impedance plethysmography and strain gauge measures of calf diameter increment during venous occlusion and head-
up tilt.\cite{51-55} Usually, individuals with POTS without excessive peripheral pooling have either hypovolemia (as demonstrated by indocyanine green dye dilution) or increased splanchnic blood flow despite peripheral vasoconstriction.\cite{53} Using Doppler ultrasound, an increase in superior mesenteric artery blood flow can be demonstrated in some patients with POTS.\cite{54} At present, the above tools are used primarily in research studies rather than to guide or assess response to therapy.

### Assessment of cerebral blood flow

Brain fog is a common symptom in POTS.\cite{55} Doppler ultrasound has been used to measure cerebral blood flow velocity during postural maneuvers and cognitive tasks. Inability to buffer the cerebral circulation against peripheral circulation changes during orthostasis and excessive cerebral vascular constriction may be present, although these findings can be variable.\cite{56,57} An increased oscillatory pattern of cerebral blood flow has been described in patients with POTS during head-up tilt that has been demonstrated to be associated with marked reduction in cognitive performance and functional hyperemia.\cite{58,59} Further, downregulation of nitric oxide receptor sites may explain the impaired nitric oxide-related cerebral vasodilation and blunted cerebral blood flow velocity following administration of sodium nitroprusside while supine and during upright tilt.\cite{60} Further studies are needed to evaluate the clinical utility of cerebral blood flow measurements in diagnosis and treatment of POTS.

### Immunologic workup

There is uncertainty around the significance of autoantibodies in POTS.\cite{61} Sera from patients with POTS have produced exaggerated vascular constriction of a rat arteriole in vitro and an immunofluorescent assay identified autoantibodies binding to adrenergic receptors.\cite{3} However, these tests are confined to research use and not used in current clinical practice. Autoantibodies targeting the components of nicotinic receptors are generally associated with orthostatic hypotension rather than tachycardia, but low levels of these, and many other autoantibodies, have been detected in patients with POTS.\cite{29,62} At present, immunotherapy for POTS patients has been understudied and, in general, the risks are considered to outweigh the uncertain benefits. In contrast, immunotherapy has been successful in the treatment of generalized autonomic dysfunction associated with cholinergic autoantibodies such as in ganglionopathy.\cite{53} Skin prick testing is sometimes undertaken to identify potential triggers to IgE-mediated mast cell histamine release. Urinary methylhistamine or serum tryptase levels performed on specimens taken during an episode of flushing and tachycardia may also provide some evidence of mast cell involvement. However, false-positive and -negative results may occur and ultimately, responses to food elimination diets and food challenges may provide the most clinically relevant information.

### Approach to therapy for patients with POTS

The first consideration in managing POTS is patient education concerning pathophysiology and symptoms, with numerous simple lifestyle strategies aimed to reduce the burden of POTS-related symptoms. Table 3 provides a summary of the approach to treating POTS patients based on their dominant symptoms.

**Nonpharmacologic interventions**

Receiving an explanation for the physiologic basis underlying POTS can be very reassuring for patients. Furthermore, strategies to avoid triggers and manage symptoms are more likely to be adopted if patients understand the underlying

**Table 3 Choice of therapy based on phenotype**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms or signs</th>
<th>Rationale</th>
<th>Therapy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All patients</td>
<td>Avoidance of external factors contributing to</td>
<td>Avoid overheating, elevate head of bed, lifestyle management including</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>orthostatic-related symptoms</td>
<td>diet, sleep hygiene and a recumbent exercise program\cite{63}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White/cold peripheries and narrow upright</td>
<td>Suggestive of low blood volume</td>
<td>Use of physical counter maneuvers and tonic muscle contraction to combat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pulse pressure (systolic–diastolic BP)</td>
<td></td>
<td>pre-syncopal symptoms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acrocyanosis of dependent peripheries</td>
<td>Possible venous pooling</td>
<td>Increase oral salt and water intake and consider adding fludrocortisone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supine heart rate &gt;90/minute</td>
<td>Increased circulating noradrenaline</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concurrent IBS</td>
<td>Splanchnic pooling</td>
<td>Use of compression garments when upright\cite{61} and consider adding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vasopressor therapy (e.g., midodrine)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confirm normal thyroid function tests, anxiety management, rate control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>with low dose (\beta) 2 antagonists (propranolol) or labradine</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** BP, blood pressure; IBS, irritable bowel syndrome.
rationale. Nonpharmacologic strategies include avoidance of exposures that may contribute to overheating, improving venous return by activation of calf muscles and tonic muscle contraction when lightheaded. Maintaining good hydration may include supplementing salt and water intake and withdrawal of medications that interfere with fluid balance (drospirenone, diuretics). Where food intolerances are problematic with suspected splanchnic pooling, providing dietary advice and referral to a dietician may be of benefit. The use of full-length pressure stockings can be of considerable benefit in reducing POTS symptoms. Previously, it has been demonstrated that a 45–50 mmHg inflatable pressure suit significantly reduced abnormal HR and blood pressure responses when patients with orthostatic intolerance were upright. However, difficulty in applying compression garments and reduced user compliance during warmer weather (when they are likely to be of greatest benefit) limit the translation of potential benefits from external compression into significant benefit in many patients.

In patients with autonomic failure, sleeping in a seated position can reduce loss of salt and water at night. It has been postulated that increased renin secretion and consequent aldosterone increase can occur with reduced renal arterial pressure when a patient sleeps with the head of the bed raised by ~10 cm. Further, a graduated exercise program incorporating recumbent exercises may also be beneficial in POTS. Short-term exercise training has been shown to increase the baroreflex sensitivity in POTS patients and decrease the upright HR. It is important to keep a modest expectation of activity levels in the early phase to avoid postexertional fatigue and abandonment of the program, as a gradual increase in exercise can result in significant improvement in both symptoms and orthostatic HR in patients with POTS. Other lifestyle factors include adoption of good sleep hygiene to address disrupted circadian rhythm, and psychologic support, to encourage realistic expectations of integration back into the study or workplace.

Pharmacologic interventions

A recent consensus statement has highlighted a lack of quality evidence for the use of pharmacotherapy in POTS. Empirical trials of medications are generally adopted based on the clinician’s impression of the POTS phenotype (Table 3). In practice, single or combination therapies directed at increasing intravascular volume, increasing peripheral vasoconstriction and controlling HR are often employed. Fludrocortisone is a reasonable option for increasing the intravascular volume, while midodrine is useful in those with peripheral pooling. Specifically, midodrine was superior to placebo in the subgroup of patients with peripheral venous pooling (as indicated by an increase in calf diameter during venous occlusion or tilt), whereas in patients without peripheral pooling, the HR change with midodrine was not significantly different from placebo. Nonselective β2 antagonists such as low-dose propranolol may be effective for treating the elevated HR. These are preferred over the cardio-selective ones, given the added potential for reducing pathogenic peripheral or splanchnic vasodilation. One major limiting factor in the use of β2 antagonist is the potential for worsening chronic fatigue symptoms that are often present in POTS patients. Ivabradine is an alternative agent to β2 antagonists that has been shown to be of benefit in recent studies. Rescue therapy with intravenous saline during acute decompensation can be helpful, and intermittent infusions can sometimes be considered in highly symptomatic patients in whom standard therapy has failed.

Miscellaneous interventions

Several other POTS interventions have been reported in case series. In specialized centers, patients with significant postprandial tachycardia are occasionally treated with octreotide, a somatostatin analog, used to reduce splanchnic pooling. However, the need for subcutaneous or intramuscular administration, as well as the cost and side effect profile of octreotide have limited its use. A small case series on sinus node modification has found no significant benefits. There is minimal information on the effect of immunomodulatory therapies, despite data suggesting a correlation between immune dysregulation and POTS. Good response to intravenous immunoglobulin has been described in two patients with POTS in association with antiphospholipid syndrome. Several miscellaneous therapies have been reported in POTS patients, but these remain investigational: erythropoietin, modafinil, methylphenidate and pyridostigmine. The predominance of POTS in young females could reflect an interaction between female hormones and mineralocorticoid receptors; however, the effect of manipulating female hormones requires further study. Oral contraceptives containing drospirenone are best avoided, given they are antagonists at the mineralocorticoid receptors. A trial of histamine-1 and -2 antagonists may also be considered where allergy seems to be a contributing factor.

Prognosis

While there is no evidence for increased mortality associated with POTS, significant morbidities may persist. The
prognosis of this condition is difficult to ascertain due to the heterogeneity and our incomplete understanding of the underlying pathology. Nevertheless, insights on the prognosis can be gained from the reports from several centers. A prospective, longitudinal study of 56 patients who were treated at the Mayo clinic with a combination of nonpharmacologic interventions and β-blockers (54%), fludrocortisone (24%) or midodrine (17%) found improvement in 70% of patients, while 30% became worse after 1 year of treatment. A retrospective review of POTS patients from the same clinic showed symptom severity, while symptom progression and complete resolution of POTS patients may experience improvements in their symptom severity, while symptom progression and complete recovery are evident only in a minority.

**Conclusion**

The mechanisms underlying POTS are complex and remain poorly understood. The diagnosis is mainly based on clinical history and determination of blood pressure and HR responses in the upright posture. Targeted investigations focusing on autonomic function, assessment of intravascular volume and immunologic workup may help to identify factors contributing to the symptom complex in a subset of patients. Current available therapies for this condition are mainly focused on symptom control. Further research is needed to help clarify the optimal approach to diagnosis, evaluate novel therapeutics and inform long-term prognosis of this debilitating condition.
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